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ABSOLUTELY CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS

ON IDEMPOTENT SEMIGROUPS

IN THE LOCALLY CONVEX SETTING

BY

A. KATSARAS

ABSTRACT.   Let E be a locally convex space and let T be a semigroup of

semicharacters on an idempotent semigroup.   It is shown that there exists an

isomorphism between the space of ¿T-valued functions on T and the space of all

¿T-valuerJ finitely additive measures on a certain algebra of sets.   The space of all

^-valued functions on T which are absolutely continuous with respect to a posi-

tive definite function F is identified with the space of all F-valued measures which

are absolutely continuous with respect to the measure mp corresponding to F.

Finally a representation is given for the operators on the set of all ¿s-valued finitely

additive measures on an algebra of sets which are absolutely continuous with re-

spect to a positive measure.

Introduction.  Functions of bounded variation and absolutely continuous

functions have been studied by several authors including [1], [2], [5], [6], [7],

[8] and [9]. In [6] a representation is obtained of the linear functionals on

AC(I) which are continuous in the bounded-variation norm in terms of the v-

integral.  In [8] and [9] the concepts of bounded variation and absolutely contin-

uous are developed on idempotent semigroups.  In [1] and [2] the results of [8]

and [9] are used to extend the u-integral characterization of functionals in [6] to

a u-integral characterization of normed vector space-valued operators on normed

vector space-valued absolutely continuous functions on an idempotent semigroup.

In this paper we study the space of functions from a semigroup T of semi-

characters on an idempotent semigroup S into a locally convex space F.  We iden-

tify F-valued functions on T with F-valued finitely additive measures on a

certain algebra of subsets of 5, and then represent operators on this set of finitely

additive measures. To this end we adopt the notation and development in [8]

and [9].
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1. Definitions.  Let S be an abelian idempotent semigroup and let T be a

semigroup of semicharacters on S containing the identity semicharacter.  Let A

denote the algebra of subsets of S generated by the sets Jp fE T (see [8] ).

Assume that F is a real locally convex Hausdorff space and let {p: p G /} be a

generating family of continuous seminorms on F which is directed, i.e., given px,

p2 in / there exists pEI such that p>pv p2 (pointwise).  For each p G /, let

BV(T, E)p denote the space of all functions G: T—*E for which

llG\lBVfp = Süp^p(L(Z,T))<°o
T

where the supremum is taken over the collection of all finite subsets Z of T.   Set

BV(T,E)= fi BV(T,E)p.
peí

Clearly BV(T, E) is a real vector space.  Let 6 denote the locally convex topology

on BV(T, E) generated by the family of seminorms {II • \\B Vp : p E1}. If G is a

real-valued function on T and * G F, then G* is defined on T by (Gx)(f) =

G(f)x.  Clearly

{Gx: G E BV(T), xEE}C BV(T, E).

Let now F be positive definite. We denote by AC(T, E, F) the 0-closure of

the space spanned by Gx, xEE and G in the space AC(T, E) of all real functions

on T which are absolutely continuous with respect to F   If G G AC(T, E, F), we

say that G is absolutely continuous with respect to F and write G <F.

2. Finitely additive F-valued measures on A. Let p G /.  We denote by

Mp(A, E) the collection of all finitely additive F-valued measures m on A for

which sup 2?=1 p(m(Bj)) = IImil   < °° where the supremum is taken over all

finite partitions {Bj} of S into sets in A. Since every element of A is a disjoint

union of sets of 5-type, it suffices to take the supremum over partitions of S

into sets of 5-type.  Let

M(A, E) = H Aíp04, F).

We denote by cj the locally convex topology on M(A, E) generated by the semi-

norms {II- llp: p G/}.

Let now p be a real-valued finitely additive set function on A and let m be

an F-valued finitely additive measure on A.  Let 2 denote the algebra of subsets

of S x S generated by the sets Bx x B2, 51 and 52 in A. Every element of S

can be written as a finite disjoint union of sets of the form Bx x B2 with Bv B2

in A. It is not hard to show that there exists a unique F-valued finitely additive
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measure ß x m on 2 such that ß x m(Bx x B2) = ß(Bx)m(B2) for all Bv B2 in

A.   Let tt: S x S —» 5 be defined by 7r(s, f) = St   If 5 G A, then n- ' (5) G 2.

We define the convolution p * m on A by p * m(5) = p x m(7r~' (5)).  It follows

easily that p * m is finitely additive. Moreover, we have the following:

Lemma 1.   If ß is bounded and m E Mp(A, F), then p * m E Mp(A, E).

Proof.  Let Z = {/j, •••,/„} C 7/ and 5T = B(Z, t).  By [8] we have

*-l(BT) = U{5Ti x BT2: tx,t2 in T„, r, A T2 - r}.

Hence

p(p * m(5T)) <     Z     HBTl)\p(m(BT2)).
TlAr2=T

Thus

Z pfju * m(BT)) < Z W*r.)'Z P^(ßr2y)
r^Tn TX t2

<\\m\\p Z lp(fiT )l<Ii»lplpll.
Ti

This implies that lip * mllp < lipII llmllp.

For p a real-valued finitely additive measure on A and for * in F we define

px on A by Qxx)(B) = ß(B)x.   If p is bounded, then llp*llp = \lp\\p(x) for each p

in /.   Let now m be a nonnegative finitely additive measure on A. A real-valued

bounded finitely additive measure p on A is said to be absolutely continuous

with respect to m, and write p < m, if for every e > 0 there exists S > 0 such

that m(B) < 8 implies lp|(5) < e. An F-valued measure X on A is said to be

absolutely continuous with respect to m, and we write X < m, if X is in the co-

closure of the subspace of Af(^4, F) spanned by p*, where * G E and p a bounded

real-valued measure on A with p < m.

3. Relationship between F-valued functions on T and finitely additive

measures on A.  For each finitely additive F-valued measure m on A, we define

m: T—*■ E, m(f) = m(Af) = ffdm.  This gives us a map from the set of all fin-

itely additive measures on A into the set of all functions from T into F.   The

following theorem gives the properties of this map.

Theorem 1.  The map m —> in, from the space of all finitely additive F-

valued measures on A into the space of all E-valued functions on T, is linear one-

to-one and onto. Moreover the following hold:

(a) m E Miß, E) iff m E BV(T, E) .
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(b) \\m\\p = \\m\\BVtp.

(c) m <a iff m <â.

(à) ßx = px for every real measure p on A and every xEE.

(e) p * m = ¡im.

(f) If h: (M(A, F), w) -+ (BV(T, F), 6), h(m) = m, then h is a topological

isomorphism.

Proof.  The proof that the map m —* m is linear, one-to-one and onto is

similar to the one in the scalar case (see [8] ).  Since m(B(Z, t)) = L(Z, r)m for

each set B(Z, r) of 5-type, it follows easily that llmllp = WMBv,P and hence

m G Aíp(5, F) iff w G BV(T, F)p. Also,, from the ßx(f) = (px)(Af) = ß(Af)x =

ß(f)x, it follows that p* = p* for each real-valued measure p on A and each

xEE.

Assume next that a is a positive measure on A and m an F-valued measure

on A.   Suppose that m < a and let p G / and e > 0. There are bounded real-

valued measures px, • • • , p„ on A, with p,- < a, and xx, • • • , xn E E such that

Il2p,.*,. - mllp < e. Thus llSjtt,-*,- -m\\BVp = 112p,.*, - mllp < e.  Since pf < à,

this shows that rh<â.  The proof of the converse is similar. Finally, from

ß~~*m(f) = ß * m(Af) = ß x m(n~l(Af)) = p x m(Af x Af)

- ß(Af)m(Af) = ß(f)m(f),

it follows that p * m = ßm.

For G a real-valued or F-valued function on T we denote by mG the mea-

sure on A such that rhG = G.

Let now F be a positive definite function on T. For each F-valued simple

function s we define vs: A —*■ E by

vs(B)= fBsdmF.

Clearly vs < mF.  By Theorem 1 we have vs < F.  The function Ds = ps is called

a polygonal function.

Theorem 2. IfAC(T, E, F) is equipped with the 9-relative topology, then

the collection of all polygonal functions is dense.

Proof.  Let G G AC(T, F, F), p G / and e > 0. There exist GX, • • • ,

Gn G AC(T, F) and *,. G F such that II2G,.*,. - Gll5 Vp < e/2.  Each Gt is of the

form G,- = p,-, p,. < mF. By Darst [3], there are simple functions s¡ such that

Zllp,- - Vp(*/) < e/2
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where X,- is defined on A by X,(5) = fBs¡ dmF. Let s = 2s,*,..  Then for the

polygonal function ps we have

IIZC,-*,- -PsWbv.p = IIZm,*,- - vs\\ < Zllp,*/ - vs¡x.\\p

<Zllpf-X,.llp(*,.)<e/2.

By the triangle inequality we have II G ~Ps^Bv,p < e which completes the proof.

We omit the proof of the following easily established lemma.

Lemma 2.   IfE is complete, then (M(A, F), oo) is complete.

Theorem 3. Let F be the completion ofE.   Then the completion of the

space AC(T, E, F) under the relative 9-topology is the space AC(T, Ê, F).

Proof.  First of all we observe that AC(T, F, F) is complete as a closed

subspace of the complete space (BV(T, F), 0).  For p in / let p denote the unique

continuous extension of p to Ê.   Let G = 2"=1 G,*,-, with *,• G F and G¡ -^ F,

and let e > 0 and pEL   Since F is dense in F there exist yx, ■ • • , yn in F such

that

ZllG,.llßKp(*,.-v,)<e.

If H = 2G,-y ¡, then II G - H\\B yp < 21 G,- llB Kp(*,- - v,) < e. This shows that G

is in the closure of AC(T, F, F) in AC(T, Ê, F). Since the set (EGtst: G,- G

y!C(r, F), s,. G F} is dense in AC(T, F, F), the result follows.

4. Representation of continuous operators on spaces of vector measures.

By Theorem 1, the space AC(T, E, F) can be identified with the space of all F-

valued measures on A which are absolutely continuous with respect to the positive

measure mF. Therefore, to describe continuous operators on AC(T, E, F) it

suffices to describe continuous operators on the space of measures which are

absolutely continuous with respect to mF. In this section we will study the prob-

lem more generally.(*)  Let 2 be an algebra of subsets of a set X.   Denote by

Af(2, F) the space of all F-valued measures m on 2 such that for each p El we

have llmIL = sup 2p(/7i(F,)) < °° where the supremum is taken over the class of

all finite partitions {F,} of X into sets in 2. Let co denote the locally convex

topology on Af(2, F) generated by the family of seminorms {II • llp: p G /}.  Let

p ¥= 0 a fixed nonnegative finitely additive measure on 2 and let .4C(2, F, p)

denote the co-closure in Af(2, F) of the space spanned by the class of all measures

of the form X* where xEE and X runs through the family of all bounded real-

(!)   The author wishes to thank the referee for suggesting that he look into the prob-

lem in this general form.
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valued measures on 2 which are absolutely continuous with respect to p.  Let r

be the relative co-topology on /1C(2, E, p). We will represent the continuous

linear operators from (ACÇL, E, p), t) into a locally convex space H.

For s an F-valued simple function, we define ms: 2 —*■ E by ms(F) =

fFs dß. It is clear that ms E AC(Z, E, p).

Lemma 3.   The class of all measures of the form ms is r-dense in 4C(2, F, p).

Proof.  Let m G,4C(2, F, p), pEI and e > 0. By definition there are

real-valued measures pj, • • • , pn, which are absolutely continuous with respect

to p, and *f G E such that Il2p,*f - mllp < e/2.  By Darst [3] there are real-valued

simple functions s,- such that 2Up,- - X,llp(*,) < e/2 where X,- is defined on 2 by

X,(5) = fBstdß. Let s = 2s,*f.  Then

Im, -m\\p< ||m - Zp,*,||p + Z«\- - PfllpC*,-) < c

The lemma is proved.

Let now // be another real locally convex space. We will represent the con-

tinuous linear operators from (ACÇZ, F, p), r) into H.

Definition.  Let K be a function on 2 with values in the space L(E, H)

of all linear operators from F into H.   Then K is called convex relative to p if,

whenever {5;} is a finite partition of 5 into sets in 2, then K(B) = "Lcs.jK(Bj)

where a} = ß(Bj)lß(B). We take 0/0 = 0. According to this convention it follows

that K(B) = 0 whenever ß(B) = 0. The function K is called bounded if, for each

continuous seminorm q on //, there exists p G / such that

sup q(K(B)x)=\\K\\prq<°°

where the supremum is taken over the family of all sets 5 in 2 and all * G F

with p(x) < 1.

Definition.  Let AT be a convex (relative to p) bounded L(E, //)-valued

function on 2. The u-integral with respect to K of an F-valued measure m on 2

is defined to be the lim 2.K(5,)m(5,), when it exists, where the limit is taken

over the collection of all finite 2-partitions (i.e., partitions into members of 2)

{5,} of X.   In this case we say that m is u-integrable with respect to K and we

denote the integral by vfm dK.

We omit the proof of the following easily established lemma.

Lemma 4.   Let K be convex and bounded and let s be an E-valued simple

function.   Then ms is v-integrable. Moreover there exists a finite ¿^-partition {5,}

of X such that
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v$msdK =?.K(F¡)ms(F¡)

for every finite 2-partition {F.} of X which is a refinement of {5,}.

Lemma 5.   Let K be convex and bounded and assume that H is complete.

Then:

(1) Every m in ACÇE, E, p) is v-integrable with respect to K.

(2) The map m —► <t>K(m) = vfm dK, from (ACÇZ, E, p), t) into H, is a

continuous linear operator.  Furthermore, if \\K\\     < °°, then

\\K\\pq = sup{q(4>K(m)): m G¿C(2,F, ju), llmllp < 1}.

Proof.   First of all we observe that, if m is u-integrable and if ^K\\pq <

°°, then

(,) q(d>K(m))<\\K\\pq\\m\\p.

Let now m E AC(E, E, p), q a continuous seminorm on H and e > 0.  Let p G /

be such that IIATIL,    = d < °°. Let s be an F-valued simple function such that

\\ms - m\\p < e/2d.

By Lemma 4, there exists a finite 2-partition {5,} of X such that <l>K(ms) =

2^(F/)/?2i(F/) for each finite 2-partition {F;-} of X which is a refinement of {5,}.

Now if {F} and {G;} are both 2-partitions of X which are refinements of {5,},

then

Q{LK(F¡)m(F¡) -ZtfíGXG,))

< qfa{F,WFi> -Y.K(F}ms(F^ + q(EK(G,ym¿Gj) -ZK(ßt)m(ßS)

<d\\m-mJ0 + d\lm - mJD < e.s p s p

This shows that the net {2AT(F)/?î(F/)} is a Cauchy net in H and hence conver-

gent. This proves (1).

The inequality (*) implies that <¡>K is a continuous linear map and that

lKip.i > "^"p.? = sup{q(<pK(m)): m <p, \\m\\p < 1}.

Let now e > 0 be given. There exists F G 2 and * G F, with p(x) < 1, such that

q(K(F)x) > \\K\\ptQ -e = a.

Let s = xFx. Then \\mj\p = p(x)p(F) < ß(F). Also K(F)ms(F) = ß(F)K(F)x.

Thus
ÄK)) = ß(f)q(K(F)x) > aß(F).
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Hence HKWp¡q > a- ^K\\pq - e. Since e > 0 was arbitrary, the result follows.

Lemma 6.   // 0 is a continuous linear operator from -4C(2, E, p) into //,

then there exists a unique convex bounded function K such that <f> = <pK.

Proof.  For each F in 2, let XF be defined on 2 by

\F(B) = ß(B n F)/ß(F).

Clearly XF is a bounded real-valued measure on 2 and XF < p. We define K on

2 by

K(F)x = 0(XF*),     xEE.

Then K is an L(E, //)-valued function.  It is easy to see that K is convex relative

to p. Also K is bounded.  In fact, let q be a continuous seminorm on H.   Since

0 is continuous there exist p G / and M > 0 such that q(<p(m)) < Af whenever

ll/wllp < 1.  Thus q(K(B)x) < Af whenever p(x) < 1 since HXB*llp < 1 whenever

p(x) < 1. This proves that K is bounded. Next we show that 0 = <t>K. To this

end, it suffices, by Lemma 3, to show that <l>(ms) = 4>K(ms) for each F-valued

simple function s.  Since ms  ,     = ms   + ms , it suffices to prove the claim

for any s of the form s = xF*.. F G 2, * G F.  But, for s = Xfx' we have

ms = ß(F)\Fx.  Thus

<Kms) = ß(F)<KiFx) m ß(F)K(F)x = K(F)ms(F) - <¡>K(ms).

It follows that 0 = 4>K. Finally, assume that Kx is another convex bounded

function such that 0 = (¡>K . If K2 = K - Kx, then 0~   =0. We claim that

K2 = 0. Assume the contrary and let F G 2 be such that K2(F) ¥= 0. Choose

* G F, with K2(F)x * 0, and set s = xFx. Then 0 = <t>K2(ms) = ß(F)K2(F)x *

0 since ß(F) ¥= 0. This contradiction completes the proof.

Combining the preceding lemmas we get the following representation

theorem.

Theorem 4. If H is complete, then the map K—+$K is a one-to-one

linear map from the space of all convex (relative to p) bounded L(E, H)-valued func-

tions onto the space of all continuous linear operators from ACÇL, E, p) into H.
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